Work Responsibilities

- Worked on the Light for Education Program
  - installed teacher dorm charging stations
  - established the procedures for the Solar library program
  - worked with the first school to implement the solar library

- Contacted Corporate Partners
  - established where corporate partners had donated lights
  - helped lead user forums on products
Work Responsibilities
Rewarding Aspects

- Working with Schools
  - seeing students check out lights
  - seeing teachers empowered
  - watching PTA invest in the school

- Learning About a Different Culture
  - analyzing differences between my culture and the Philippines
  - observing the education system and how the beliefs of the country are materialized in the curriculum
Rewarding Aspects
Organizational Impact

- Established Solar Library Program
  - pilot program at Calawis National High School and Apia Elementary School
  - started great relationship between PTA, school, and Stiftung Solarenergie

- Concreted Solar Library Program
  - created all materials for the solar library administrators and training guides
  - compiled kit for replication of program to other schools
Organizational Impact
Academic Impact

-Solidified Academic Interest
-Working with solar energy company made me want to work with sustainable technology
-Made me have a specific interest in battery technology, how to store energy once produced

-Created an International Interest
-Made me want to work abroad again
-Made me interested in wanting to understand more about governmental systems in foreign countries
Academic Impact
Thank you!